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1
Preface

Consistent work with the United Nations (UN) since its constitution reveals
firm and lasting commitment of International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI)
to cooperate for community’s interests on real property issues.

Figure 1.1: International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI) World Pres-
ident 2017-2018, India.

Now UN is forecasting an extraordinary population growth and urbanization
trend in the next years, and FIABCI, as worldwide representative of the pri-
vate real estate sector, intends, with a stronger cooperation with the United
Nations system, to support concretely Local and National Authorities in fac-
ing these challenges, in having a sustainable development to assure a “Bet-
ter World”. It will be possible thanks also to transparent real estate markets,
social and financial stability, able to grant an urban, national and global eco-
nomic growth.

This “Better World” is concretely indicated by the indicators of the Sustain-
able Development Goals and New Urban Agenda targets, adopted respec-
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tively by UN General Assembly in September 2015 and by the Governments
of all the World at Habitat III in Quito in October 2016.

UNHabitat has been recognized in the New Urban Agenda, adopted dur-
ing Habitat III, as “a global focal point of all UN system” for a concrete action
plan in reaching these targets. Therefore the International Real Estate Feder-
ation (FIABCI), as world private Real Estate sector representative, signed on
May 11, 2017, a Memorandum of Understanding to promote the worldwide
support of the private real estate sector to UN-Habitat. The “City Prosperity
Initiative” of UNHabitat, complemented with the CPI Perception Survey using
a FIABCI online software, will enable monitoring, with the indicators and the
methodology decided by UN-Habitat, the urban progress in reaching SDGs
and NUA targets. It will contribute to a “Better World” in the common interest.

FIABCI’s contribution adds to a quantitative CPI analysis a qualitative CPI
online justified perception survey, that allows the participation of city experts
and residents in designing the future of their city, with the support of UN-
Habitat advice.

This book, “History of the Cooperation of FIABCI with the United Nations”,
recognizing all the efforts of the members of the organization 1, intends to
give to Mayors, Local and National Authorities, a glance at the past and a look
to the future. The UN-Habitat CPI implementation will contribute to decisions
leading to a “Better World”.

Farook Mahmood
International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI) World President

2017-2018
India

1As current FIABCI World President, while I fully support the CPI implementation worldwide,
I want recognize the efforts of all the members of our organization to arrive to this UNHabitat-
FIABCI MOU and to this role as private real estate sector representatives, particularly, other than
the authors of this book, Enrico Campagnoli, Italy, President FIABCI International Organiza-
tions Committee and World President 2010-2011, and Danielle Grossenbacher, Canada, Chair,
FIABCI’s The City We Need is Affordable Campaign and World President 2015-2016, Alexan-
der Romanenko, Russia, World President 2011-2012, Judy Shenefield, USA, World President
2012-2013, Flavio Gonzaga Nunes, Brazil, FIABCI representative in UN Habitat World Urban
Campaign and World President 2013-2014, Robyn Waters, Australia, World President 2014-
2015, and Kirkor Ajderhanyan, France, World President 2016-2017, negotiator and signatory
of the UN-Habitat-FIABCI MOU. I also want to underline this longstanding history of active co-
operation with UN would not have been possible without the active participations from Rene
Frank and our Past World President, Sheldon Good and many others.
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2
Premises

It has been considered useful to offer, both to Authorities and to the private
Real Estate sector, a short recollection and documentation of the history of
FIABCI’s cooperation with United Nations to strenghen the opportunity of
the International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI)1, an umbrella organiza-
tion representing the private Real Estate sector worldwide, to contribute in
supporting Local and National Authorities in reaching the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals and the New Urban Agenda (NUA) targets.
On May 11, 2017 FIABCI signed with UN-Habitat2 in Nairobi, during the UN-
Habitat Governing Council (GC26), a Memorandum of Understanding to co-
operate with UNHabitat worlwide to monitor, with the UN-Habitat City Pros-
perity Initiative (CPI) methodology and indicators.3, the urban progress in
reaching SDGs and NUA targets, according to FIABCI’s May 2016 Panama
Board decision.

1 The International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI), is an association registered at the Pre-
fecture of Paris, Association Section, 12, with reference ASS W751024809, ruled by the French
Law July, 1 1901 and following modifications. Authorized by Decree of French Minister of Inte-
rior dated October 8, 1951, FIABCI has headquarters in 17 Rue Dumont d’Urville, Paris 75116,
France. FIABCI is an umbrella organization representing the private Real Estate sector world-
wide, committed to support National and Local Authorities in reaching SDGs according to FI-
ABCI Board decision at FIABCI World Congress in Panama on May 2016

2 UNHabitat, within the United Nations system, according to art.171 of NUA adopted by
Habitat III in Quito on October 2016, is ”a focal point on sustainable urbanization and human
settlements, including in the implementation, follow-up to and review of the New Urban Agenda,
in collaboration with other United Nations system entities”

3 It is an important implementation of NUA: the General Assembly of United Nations on
September 2015 decided SDGs and experts groups that define indicators to measure this SDGs.
Conseguently Habitat III adopted NUA on October 2016 and UN-Habitat, as ”a focal point on
sustainable urbanization and human settlements..” defined the indicators of CPI methodology,
that are at the basis of CPI Perception Survey
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3
Introduction

The introduction gives the opportunity to summarize, in a schematic way,
both the different phases of FIABCI’s cooperation with the UN system on
main issues supported by FIABCI and the benefits of the concrete imple-
mentation of relevant UN documents thanks to the cooperation of the UN
with the private RE sector.

Phase 1 - Chapter 4 - FIABCI had a long cooperation on human set-
tlements with what became UNHabitat .
FIABCI organized a side event event with Hernando de Soto as key speaker
during UN General Assembly in June 2001 with the organization which be-
came UNHabitat. It brought the UN system to start considering concretely
the possibility of mitigating poverty with the appropriate consideration of prop-
erty rights through Hernando de Soto ”dead capitals” theory, therefore fos-
tering economical and social growth in poorest countries.

Phase 2- Chapter 5 - In the following years the cooperation with UN-
Habitat and UNECE lead to interesting results and experiences. UNECE
considered applying the de Soto ideas in UNECE countries in transi-
tion.
It also focused on evaluating the risk of RE assets backing financial products
( RE rating). In 2005, the UNECE REAG experience was extended worldwide
with the Commission for Legal Empowerment of the Poor. That experience
failed because there was no cooperation with the private real estate sector.

Phase 3 - Chapter 6- In April 2008, UNECE constituted a UN sub-
sidiary body called UNECE REM, in which there was active participation
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of the private real estate sector.
Phase 4 - Chapter 7- An UNECE REM event was organized by FIABCI

at UN HQ in New York, in December 2008, in response to the financial
crisis. Deputy UN Segretary General, Rose Migiro, during this event
encouraged UNECE REM to prepare the ”UNECE REM Policy Frame-
work fo Sustainable Real Estate Markets”, approved by UNECE-CHLM
in April 2010. From 2010 to 2013, the ”UNECE REM Policy Framework
for Sustainable Real Estate Markets: principles and guidance for de-
velopment of a country’s real estate sector” was translated in various
languages, officially presented in the UNECE REM events in UNECE re-
gion and also outside with encouraging results and disseminated with
strong FIABCI support.

Phase 5 - Chapter 8 and Chapter 9- FIABCI continued its coopera-
tion with UN-Habitat
A parallel event has been organized in 2010 at the World Urban Forum in Rio
to present UNECE REM policy framework.
During several UN events around the world and at Rio+20, it became evident
that worldwide sustainable real estate development needed to be supported
by a global umbrella organization representing the private RE sector, such
as FIABCI.

Phase 6 - Chapter 10, Chapter 11, Chapter 12, Chapter 13, Chapter
14 - From 2013 until Habitat III on October 2016, FIABCI strenghened
its relationship with UNHabitat and became partner of the World Urban
Campaign of UNHabitat.
FIABCI participated actively to the preparation of UNHabitat III and held a
parallel event in Quito with three clear proposals as representatives of the
private real estate sector: suuport for a global policy framework, a web plat-
form to monitor the urban implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals and a book sharing solutions to promote the construction and renova-
tion of affordable housing units.

Phase 7- Chapter 15, Chapter 16, Chapter 17 and Chapter 18 - At
Habitat III Member States adopted unanimously the New Urban Agenda
(NUA). Its article 171 recognizes UN-Habitat as a focal point of the en-
tire UN system for the implementation of the NUA. One of the major
outcomes of Quito was the necessity to engage people in the imple-
mentation of the NUA. FIABCI presented its online platform designed
to monitor the Urban progress in reaching SDGs and NUA targets. It
sparked the interest of UN-Habitat to reach a partnership to expand its
City Prosperity Initiative, based on data, with FIABCI ’s tool based on a
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survey capturing the experts or citizens’ motivated opinion. In Nairobi
on May 11, 2017, UN-Habitat signed a MoU with FIABCI to complement
the City Prosperity Initiative, with a perception survey based on same
indicators. It would allow a larger participation of people in defining the
future of their city.

Phase 8- In Chapter 19, we will describe the concrete actions FIABCI
will take to support Local and National Authorities in reaching SDGs
and NUA targets, based on the MoU signed with UN-Habitat.

This publication, in the final edition, intends also to cover FIABCI’s ac-
tivities in support of its Principal Members’ initiatives such as in the Global
Compact ( see Chapter 20) and recognizes FIABCI members who repre-
sented FIABCI in the UN system since 1996 (see Chapter 21).
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4
From the end of World War II to Habitat I

(Vancouver 1976), Habitat II (Istanbul1996)
and Istanbul+5 (New York UN HQ June 2001)

Origins

FIABCI’s cooperation with the United Nations probably started just after the
World War II. During that period, the private real estate sector was heavily
involved in reconstruction and housing, thereby driving national economical
growth which was a common worldwide interest. We have no concrete record
of this period exept for the memory of the involvement of our Past World
President, Sheldon Good, in the selection process of the location of the UN
Headquarters in New York, instead of Chicago.

Figure 4.1: Sheldon Good, FIABCI Past World President 1996-1997
USA
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We hold records of the participation of our Honorary member, Narelle Townsend1

at Habitat I in Vancouver on 1976.

Figure 4.2: Narelle Townsend, FIABCI Honorary Member
Australia

Since its creation in 1945, the United Nations invited experts of NGOs
(Non Governmental Organizations) in committees to partner with its agen-
cies.

Evolution of the UN structure devoted to Human Settlements and the
participation of FIABCI to the NGOCHS.

The United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, created in 1978,
became known as the UN Commission on Human Settlements and in
January 2002, was elevated to a fully-fledged programme of the United
Nations, headquartered in Nairobi, and called UN-Habitat.

From the start, FIABCI cooperated actively with these UN entities leading
the NGO Committee on Human Settlements (NGOCHS)2, and attended
regularly the meetings of this Committee at the UN HQ in NY.
FIABCI leaders, such as Renè Frank, Past FIABCI Honorary World Presi-
dent, his assistant Narelle Townsend and other FIABCI members were very
active in this Committee3

1Narelle Townsend, a Australian architect, was active in NY before 1974.
See: Architecture - The New York Times >archives >the-lette... May 19, 1974 - Only through
specialties and new fields are women beginning to emerge from the team, In preservation,
Narelle Townsend has done impeccable house drawings for the assessment of restoration of
Manhattan’s ...”

2 See :http://habitat.igc.org/ngochs/
3From early ninties there are more info on FIABCI action in NGOCHS and in UN system be-

cause Enrico Campagnoli was often visiting NY operated with Renè Frank and Narelle Townsend
also in NGOCHS
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Figure 4.3: Renè Frank, Past FIABCI Honorary World President, lead
FIABCI’s activities at the UN until he passed away in 2006.

This Committee, with other NGO Committees, was part of CONGO (Con-
ference of Non-Governmental Organizations), in consultative relationship with
the United Nations and for this reason, a direct ECOSOC accreditation re-
quest was made by FIABCI only in 1995. On 1995 in a “capuccino meeting”
at Via Quadronno Bar on East 73rd Street in Manhattan,FIABCI, lead by
Renè Frank, took two important decisions which proved very relevant
in the following FIABCI cooperation with the UN:

1. to support ideas fostering, through Real Estate, national economic and
social growth, such as Hernando de Soto’s theory. Thanks to our
ECOSOC accreditation, obtained in 1996, such ideas were implemented
in ECOSOC regions, such as UNECE.

2. to promote humanitarian action through the creation of a FIABCI ”sis-
ter”, but independent organization, the Global Housing Foundation (GHF),
http://globalhousingfoundation.org/. This Foundation operates in coun-
tries such as Nicaragua, Panama, etc.4

On May 31st, 1996 in Tokyo, FIABCI obtained the Special Consultative
Status in ECOSOC.

On June 7, 2001, FIABCI organized a major side event of the UN
General Assembly toghether with the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements, the UN Entity later known as UN-HABITAT. With this event
FIABCI attracted the attention of all the UN system to Hernando de Soto’s
theory on Dead Capital5.

4GHF was chaired by Renè Frank until he passed away in 2006.
5See Hernando de Soto’s book published in 2000 The Mistery of Capital:
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Figure 4.4: Flyer of the side event organized by FIABCI with UNCHS
(later known as UN-Habitat) with the participation of Hernando de
Soto, at UN HQ in New York during a special session of UN Geeneral
Assembly on June 7, 2001. It initiated a wide debate at the UN about
Hernando de Soto’s theory to support the poors with an adeguate rap-
presentation of their real estate assets
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Narelle Townsend spoke at this event as representative of the NGOCHS.6

Hernando de Soto’s speech was followed by an intense debate among
ambassadors and at the UN on property rights, which resulted in the follow-
ing months in a new role for Real Estate in some parts of the UN system.
This event opened a new era in FIABCI cooperation with UN Entities, as we
will read in the next Chapters.

Figure 4.5: Hernando De Soto. His theory on Dead Capital influenced
the UN policy on Human Settlements

https://www.amazon.com/Mystery-Capital-Capitalism-Triumphs-Everywhere/

dp/B01L9G4V6C
6 Narelle Townsend presented at Istanbul+5 at UN HQ the NGOCHS: here is her speech:

http://www.un.org/ga/habitat/statements/docs/ngoE.html
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5
From Istanbul+5 on June 2001 to the

constitution of UNECE REM on April 2008

Before the FIABCI event in NY HQ, Hernando de Soto’s ideas were under
consideration in some minor parts of the UN system, such as in the initiative
launched in 1997 under the Working Party on International Legal and Com-
mercial Practice (WP5) of UNECE, but with no concrete proposal of use.
After September 2001, UNECE REAG1 held several activities involving Her-
nado de Soto and his ideas.
Several events were held in Rome, hosted by Teconoborsa ( Italian Cham-
bers of Commerce), with the participation and support of FIABCI.// Hernando
de Soto’s ideas were therefore accepted ”de facto” in UNECE after June
2001.

In 2002, Renè Frank was a winner of UN-HABITAT’s award scroll of
honor together with Joan Clos, the future Executive Director of UN-
HABITAT.
The reason of this award to Renè Frank was:
”FOR HIS DEDICATION TO LOW COST HOUSING AS A LEADING MEM-
BER OF THE INTERNATIONAL REAL ESTATE FEDERATION (FIABCI)”

1 The UNECE REAG was launched in 1997 under the Working Party on International Legal
and Commercial Practice (WP5) of UNECE, but it remained substantially inactive in proposing
Hernando de Soto ideas until the meeting on September 2001 in Geneva with Hernando de
Soto himself, just after the FIABCI event at UN GA with Hernando de Soto in NY on June 2001:
http://www.unece.org/operact/reag/welcome.html
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Figure 5.1: The UN-Habitat 2002 publication with the list of the UN-
Habitat award scroll of honor winners; see the names of Renè Frank
and Joan Clos.
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UNECE REAG closed in 2006. By that time, Hernando de Soto’s ideas,
as we will see, were accepted by all the UN system. The Commission for
Legal Empowerment of the Poor (CLEP) was set up to work on these ideas
worldwide, but with little involvement of the private RE sector. Madeleine Al-
bright and Hernando de Soto co-chaired this “independent global body that
seeks to reduce poverty by expanding legal protection and economic oppor-
tunities for the poor” working on property rights.

Here are some more precises details on the cooperation of FIABCI
with UNECE before the constitution of UNECE-REM on April 8 2008.

On June 7, 2001, as seen previously, in NY during Istanbul+5 Renè
Frank, on behalf of FIABCI, organized a side event during the UN General
Assembly 2 with Hernando de Soto, promoting his ideas that property rights
can improve the GDP of poor countries. In September 2001 in Geneva
UNECE-Wp5, a division of UNECE, created a Real Estate Advisory Group
(REAG) to promote De Soto’s ideas. Summits on RE European Market fol-
lowed on 2002, 2003 and 2004 to use his ideas in countries in transition with
good results.3

In 2002, after the banks’ Basel II agreement, FIABCI introduced con-
siderations on risk and efficiency of Real Estate markets and particu-
larly the opportunity to consider the Real Estate Rating for RE assets
backing financial products.

At the Summit in 2004, the idea to extend this experience worldwide was
considered 4 5 6. It resulted in 2005 in the creation of the High Level Com-
mission for Legal Empowerment of the Poor ( HLCLEP) by the UN Secretary
General, Kofi Annan. 7 On September 2005, on the occasion of the 60◦ an-
niversary of the UN the establishment of HLCLEP (High Level Commissin for
Legal Empowerment of the Poor), co-chaired by de Soto and Albraight, was
formally celebrated at the UN HQ in NY.

2See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/1_7June2001.htm
3See : http://www.unece.org/ie/Wp5/reag.htm
4See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/2_programmeLFDP13_1404c.doc
5See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/2a_BackgroundpaperSession1_

131204UNECEGHamilton.doc
6See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/2b_Propertyrightsandprivatesector.ppt
7See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/3_Agenda_151204.doc
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Figure 5.2: Flyer of Commission for Legal Empowerment of the Poor

Figure 5.3: Flyer of Commission for Legal Empowerment of the Poor
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Figure 5.4: Renè Frank remembered on UNHabitat website

On August 2006, Renè Frank, founder and President of Global Hous-
ing Foundation (GHF) passed away. He was remembered on UN-HABITAT
website.8

8See at : http://mirror.unhabitat.org/content.asp?cid=3693&catid=9&typeid=6
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In 2006, during the former UNECE reform, UNECE REAG was abolished.

UNECE REM is born on the ashes of UNECE REAG .....

On September 2006, during a three days Ministerial meeting in Geneva,
it has been considered the constitution, on the ashes of REAG, of the
future REM, as an advisory group of a inter-governmental body of UN-
ECE, a UN position that REAG never had.910

It occurred after several meetings meetings.

On March 30, 2006, in Athens and on June 12, 2006, in Geneva, the con-
cept of the future REM was presented at NGOCHS in NY. 111213.14

On Nov. 29, 2006 a preliminary meeting was held about the constitution
of REM in Geneva15

In 2007 the official proposal of the constitution of UNECE-REM was made.16

On December 6 2007, UNECE REM was presented at a FIABCI lunch in
the UN Palace in Geneva, just the day before the final approval of its con-
stitution on December 7, 2007 by UNECE Executive’s Committee (ECE/EX/
2007/L.I5).

9See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/6_Sept2006Ministerialmeetingreport.pdf
10See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/7_Oct2006GuidelinesTOS.pdf
11See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/9a_establishment_REM.doc
12See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/9b_HumanSettlementsCommitteeNYJune122007.

pdf
13See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/9c_REM.doc
14See: http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/9_EmailconclusivalavoriAthene30042007.JPG
15See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/8_MINUTEofthemeetingon29November2006.doc
16See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/9d_Sept2007proposal_REM_2007_6_.pdf
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6
UNECE REM, active on April 2008, tried to

face the financial crisis in October 2008

UNECE REM has been officially established after the approval of the the pro-
posal by “Committee on Housing and Land Management” on the September
18, 2007 and the final approval by UNECE Executive’s Committee (ECE/EX/
2007/L.I5) on December, 7 2007. 1

The name of the subsidiary UNECE body, its composition, its mission and
i“Terms of Reference” were defined in this approved document.
Conseguently the Board of the “Working Party for Land Administration” (WPLA),
on April 9, 2008 in Bergen (Norway), approved the UNECE REM 2008-2009
Programme of Work 2 and nominated the six REM members, giving the pos-
sibility to UNECE REM to become active in the UN system in next days. 3

2008, April 24 - As required by the WPLA Board, during an e-conference
with UNECE secretariat, on 24 April 2008, REM members elected the REM
Chairman and vice-Chairman on six months cycles basis.
From that moment the UNECE REM was fully active and working, able to
play a role in supporting UNECE Member States to develop socially and
economically.
REM contributed to consider in UNECE region a well regulated Real Estate
Market as a driving force of social and economic growth.

1See : http://www.unece.org/commission/EXCOM/2007/Dec_07/Item4_REM-ToR_L15.

pdf
2See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/FinalREMProgrammeofWork130408.pdf
3See : http://www.isivi.it/UNECErem/REPORTWPLABergen2008pag1.pdf
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The private real estate sector and the professional organizations had the
opportunity to fully cooperate in fullfilling this REM role.

On June 12, 2008, in Milan, the Secretariat of the United Nation - Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe (UNECE ), the President of the Working Party
for Land Administration of UNECE (UNECE/WPLA) and REM members pre-
sented officially the newly constituted and active UNECE REM, during the
Italian Real Estate Exhibition, in an event organized by the International Real
Estate Federation (FIABCI) in collaboration with Tecnoborsa, Italian Cham-
ber of Commerce.

A round table, with the participation of the professional organizations and
members of Italian RE Forum, was part of the event, to consider the oppor-
tunities that the new entity, UNECE REM, could offer to National Authorities,
professional organizations and Private Sector.

(a) 2008, June 12 , UNECE REM pre-
sentation flyer at Milan event

(b) [2008, June 12 , participants at
UNECE REM presentation event

(a) 2008, June 12 , debate at Milan
event

(b) [2008, June 12 , presentation of
FIABCI to participants at Milan event
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On 2008, October 1, in Cavtat, in Croatia, the first UNECE REM meet-
ing had to try to face the financial crisis.

During this first UNECE REM meeting, the financial crisis appeared in its
high relevance. It was paricularly relevant since Real Estate appeared to be
the cause of the crisis, not the victim.

A decision was immediately made to hold an UNECE REM Event at
UN NY HQ on December 16, 2008, organized by FIABCI.
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7
UNECE REM Event at UN NY HQ on December

16, 2008 and the “UNECE REM policy
Framework for sustainable Real Estate

Markets”

On December 16, 2008, UNECE-REM, with FIABCI’s support, organized an
event at NY UN Headquarters to reply to the Financial crisis just after its ex-
plosion. Downloadable at: http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/979591
On that occasion, Rose Migiro, UN Deputy Secretary General, indicated the
opportunity to prepare Guidelines for Sustainable Development of RE Mar-
kets

Figure 7.1: Slide of the webconference from UN
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Figure 7.2: UN Press release of the event at UN HQ
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Figure 7.3: From left to right : Deputy general secretary Rose Migiro,
Ken Brown, WSJ Editor Money and Investing and UNECE Executive
Secretary, Paolo Garonna

In April 2010, prepared with FIABCI’s concrete contribution and support,
the UNECE REM “Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate Markets”
was approved by UNECE.

Figure 7.4: Policy framework for sustainable Real Estate markets:
Principles and guidance for the development of a country’s real es-
tate sector. Downloadable at : http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/

DAM/hlm/documents/Publications/policy.framework.e.pdf

With FIABCI’s support, it was translated in several languages.
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Figure 7.5: description

IThe Framework has been considered by various Governments with encour-
aging results:

• in Ukraine, on June 18, 2010

• in Portugal, on January 27, 2011

• in Italy, on May 12, 2011

• in Russia, on January 27, 2012

• in USA, on January 15, 2013

It was also presented:

• at the Arabe League, on January 18, 2011

• in China , on February 20, 2011

• at MIPIM, on Mar the ch 10, 2011

• at Rio+20 on June 21, 2012, as you will see in following Chapters

• in Dubai UNECE with UN-ESCWA on January 5 2014
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7.1 in Ukraine, on June 18, 2010

Figure 7.6: UNECE - REM Round table : Towards Sustainable Real
Estate Markets in Ukraine

Six months after the June 18, 2010, presentation and the Pilot Experi-
ment in Ukraine, on January 14, 2011, a new law was approved in Ukraine.

The Government Portal reads:
“Urban planning revolution takes place in Ukraine”

• “100 articles of 23 laws” were modified.

• ”The whole procedure of obtaining permits, of 416 days, was reduced
to 60 days”

• The law ”will primarly contribute to the reduction of apartment prices on
the market and the elimination of corruption risk”
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Figure 7.7: On Ukrainian Government portal is reported that ”Urban
Planning revolution takes place in Ukraine”, six months after the event
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7.2 in Portugal, on January 27, 2011

Figure 7.8: Opening speech of Paolo Campos, Secretary of State of
Public Constructions of Portugal

Figure 7.9: Closing remarks Joao Tiago Silveire, Secretary of State of
Council of Ministers of Presidency of Portugal
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Figure 7.10: Approx one year after the event in Portugal two laws have
been made: one on rental and one on building restoration
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7.3 in Italy, on May 12, 2011

Figure 7.11: The event occurred just when the Government was
changing, however, a proposal of law was presented after the event
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7.4 in Russia, on January 27, 2012

Figure 7.12: After the UNECE Policy Framework for Sustainable Real
Estate Markets was discussed in Russia, that Country considered a
law on the Social Housing

The event was organized by UNECE REM in cooperation with the Russian
Ministry of Economy and the World Bank. FIABCI had a large participation
at the event and in the important follow-up. The discussion focused on how
secure and well-protected property rights, combined with accurate and ac-
cessible information, can attract greater investment and increase economic
growth. An outcome of the discussion was the recommendation to estab-
lish a working group on social housing. The Russian Federation is currently
considering a draft law on social housing, with several roundtable discussion
participants providing input to the proposed law.

Figure 7.13: Flyer of the UNECE REM Russian event
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7.5 in USA, in Washington DC at the Capitol Build-
ing on January 15, 2013

The Framework and ”Evaluation of Real Estate Property and Market
Risk for RE Backed Financial Products” was considered on Jan. 15,
2013 in Washington DC in USA.

This event was organized in cooperation with the Appraisal Institute. The
roundtable discussed draft recommendations for risk rating of real estate and
how to apply these guidelines to improve the efficiency of real estate markets
in the United States1. Participants agreed to an outcome statement acknowl-
edging the importance of real-estate risk-rating systems for macroeconomic
stability and growth and recognized the work of the Advisory Group in this
field.

Figure 7.14: Some participants

1See document at : https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/hlm/sessions/docs2012/

real_estate_property_and_market_risk.pdfandat:https://www.dropbox.com/s/

kjtl60o9bbzpukz/REMprojectonRERating22June2009.pdf?dl=0
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The “impact statement”
unanimously agreed on January 15, 2013,

at Washington DC US Capitol Building
UNECE REM event

“The evaluation of real estate market risk is an integral part of the safety and
soundness of the entire global financial system. The development of a
uniform international real estate market risk rating system is essential
so that real estate market advisory professionals can use this critical
tool to provide the public with appropriate risk assessments and help
avoid system collapse. We believe that the UN Economic Commission for
Europe Policy Framework and the Real Estate Market Advisory Group work-
ing paper offer valuable insights in this regard. Specifically, we need to
enhance real estate valuation processes and financial supervision ac-
tivities relating to collateral valuation to include such real estate market
risk assessments worldwide.”
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2

Figure 7.15: Flyer for the meeting of UNECE REM in Washington DCat
the US Capitol Building
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7.6 The Framework has been proposed by FI-
ABCI also outsidethe UNECE region at the
Arab League meeting in Sharm el Sheik, on
January 18, 2010

FIABCI had several high level contacts within the Arab World: with his
Excellency Amro Moussa, General Secretary of Arab Countries League, A
one hour private meeting with the Assistant General Secretary of the Arab
League, responsible for Social and Economic affairs, Professor Mohammed
Twaijri, in view of a possible cooperation with FIABCI to consider the UNECE
REM principle in Arab Countries. A few days later many things changed in
the Arab League.

Figure 7.16: Amro Moussa, General Secretary of the Arab League
with FIABCI representatives in Shram el Sheik on January 18, 2011
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7.7 The Framework on February 2011 was also
considered in China in February 2011

On February 20, 2011 the Chinese translation of the UNECE REM Frame-
work was delivered and presented to M.r Liu Zhifeng, President of FIABCI’s
Principal Member China Real Estate Association (CREA) and to the Sec-
retary of the General Department of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development of People’s Republic of China (PRC) and Deputy Director of
CCPPC, the Committee of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Confer-
ence.
On February 21 at the opening the 3rd Asia Commercial Real Estate Sum-
mit, in front of a large audience with a high level participation, Mr Zhu Zhongyi
took into consideration in his speech the UNECE REM principles with refer-
ence to the Chinese RE policy and the 12th quinquennial plan for the devel-
opment of the Real Estate sector in China.

Figure 7.17: Third Asian Commercial Real Estate Summit in Beijng on
21-22 February 2011
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7.8 The Framework was presented to the private
RE sector at MIPIM in Cannes, on March 10,
2011 in order to introduce it in the most im-
portant worldwide exhibition and get it known
outside the UNECE

Figure 7.18: MIPIM flyer
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(a) The event (b) The event reported by
MIPIM NEWS

Figure 7.19: The 2011 MIPIM event underlined the relevance of the
cooperation of the private RE sector with the UN system.
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8
”World Urban Forum, Rio: March 25, 2010”

FIABCI participated at many previous World Urban Forums, but for the first
time organized a parallel event in Rio on March 25, 2010, to consider the
Brazillian programme ”My Home, My Life” on social and affordable housing
in Brazil.

This event gave the opportunity, as it is possible to see on the flyer, to
introduce the UNECE REM Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate
Markets, approved, in next days, in April 2010 by UNECE.
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Figure 8.1: Flyer of parallel event organized by FIABCI Brazil
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9
” At Rio + 20, on June 21, 2012 ”

FIABCI organized at Rio + 20, on June 21, 2012, a UNECE REM side
event on “Greening the R. E. Market : The Development of a Sustainable
R.E. Sector”. Stakeholders started to provide comments on how the
UNECE REM Framework could be revised in future to make it a global
Framework able to meet tthe new worldwide changing conditions. The
engagment of FIABCI to try to extend the positive UNECE experience,
to foster its worldwide cooperation and to promote a concrete active
role of the private rel estate sector for a collective global good, started
at Rio+20.

Figure 9.1: Circles of Sustainability output
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Figure 9.2: At the UNECE REM event, organizeid by FIABCI during
the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in RioI,
the relevance of the real estate sector for the global Sustainable Devel-
opment was evident. Participants considered the opportunity to sup-
port not only a Sustainable RE market, but a larger Sustainable RE
development. The Circle of Sustainability methodology to assess the
city sustainability, supported by City Programme of Global Compact of
United Nations appeared a concrete relevant step forward to enlarge
the private RE sector action.
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10
” In Dubai on January 5, 2014 UNECE and

UNESCWA ”

In Dubai on January 5, 2014, in an event organized by the Dubai RE
Institute (DREI) and FIABCI, with the participation of UNECE Execu-
tive Secretary, Sven Alkalaj, and UNESCWA officers, the UNECE REM
Framework was discussed as you can see on the UNECE Website and
in the notea below. 12

Figure 10.1: Meeting in Dubai, coorganized by FIABCI, reported on
UNECE webside

1See : https://www.unece.org/?id=34512
2See : http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/highlights/Weekly559.pdf
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During this event FIABCI signed a M0U with prof. Paul James Direc-
tor of City Programme of the Global Compact of the United Nation as
you see in the photo below.

Figure 10.2: Flyer of Dubai event organized by DREI and FIABCI
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Figure 10.3: Participants at the Dubai event

Figure 10.4: Prof Paul James, Director of UN GCCP and Flavio Gon-
zaga Nunez, FIABCI World President at the time, sign UNGCCP –
FIABCI Partnership agreement. As witnessee in the photo there are
World Past Presidents, Laurece MacCabe and Enrico Campagnoli,
and DREI Director, Mohmoud El Burai. Mr. Sven Alkalaj, Executive
Secretary of UNECE was present at the ceremony.
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11
Innovative MoU : FIABCI – City Programme

of Global Compact of United Nations

FIABCI signed on January 5, 2014 in Dubai a first Memorandum of Un-
destanding (MoU) with City Programme of Global Compact of United
Nations (UN GC CP), as seen in the photo at the end of the previ-
ous Chapter. FIABCI signed on May 22, 2014 in Luxemburg with the
same Entity an other MoU , an Innovative Partnership Agreement to pro-
mote worldwide an homogeneous methodology and process to assess
the Cities Sustainable Development based on Circles of Sustainability
methodology and, accordingly, to develop an online software.

Figure 11.1: Circle of Sustainability ouput: four domains, seven indi-
cators each and seven aspects for each indicator
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Figure 11.2: FIABCI,
World President, Robyn
Waters, signed on May
22, 2014 in Luxem-
burg with the City Pro-
gramme of the Global
Compact of the United
Nations (UN GC CP)
an other MoU , an
Innovative Partnership
Agreement to promote
worldwide an homoge-
neous methodology and
process to assess the
Cities Sustainable De-
velopment based on the
Circles of Sustainabil-
ity methodology and to
develop an online soft-
ware.

Figure 11.3: The In-
novative partnership for
the software online
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12
UN-HABITAT:

WUC partnership on August 19, 2013,
Thinkers Campus in Caserta and in Dubai

During the World Urban Campaign ( WUC), “ The future we want”, a
clear desire was expressed to share the RE civil society&private sec-
tor cooperation not only with UNECE, and other ECOSOC regions, but
also with UN-Habitat as a recognized focal point of the entire UN sys-
tem for the Urban Sustainable Development and for its assessment with
a worldwide common methodology and process. The extension of co-
operation serves as basis of a possible contribution for the preparation
of a new common, Global Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Es-
tate Development 2.0, able to achieve the new needs and post 2015 UN
goals and to lead a harmonization of the RE sector as a driving force of
a global sustainable social and economical development.

Figure 12.1: FIABCI World President 2013-2014, Flavio Gonzaga
Nunez. Brazil
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A partnership agreement with the World Urban Campaign (WUC)
was signed by FIABCI World President, Flavio Gonzaga on August 19,
2013.
As FIABCI representative at UN-Habitat, he participated to many UN-
Habitat events, other than Thinkers Campus, as in Caserta on October
16, 2014.

Figure 12.2: WUC: FIABCI membership on August 19, 2013
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12.1 World Urban Campaign: Thinkers Campus
in Caserta (Italy) 16 October 2014

(a) event in Caserta to present the
FIABCI online tool to assess cities
sustainability

(b) Speakers at FIABCI event in
Caserta

At the first UN-Habitat Thinkers Campus FIABCI organised the Ur-
ban Lab to make cities sustainable with the urban profile process indi-
cated in Memorandum of Understang of the City Programme of United
Nations Global Compact. The Lab offered the possibility to develop a
web tool to assess sustainable urban development.
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12.2 Thinkers Campus in Dubai on January 10-
11, 2016, coorganized by FIABCI with Dubai
Real Estate Insitute

Figure 12.3: Dubai Thinkers Campus Flyer
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Figure 12.4: Dubai: some participants at the Thinkers Campus

Figure 12.5: Dubai: a working group at the Thinkers Campus
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”During Cop 21 on March 6, 2016, in Paris at

Le Fouquet’s on Champs Elysees FIABCI
France held a round table to express the RE

private sector’s support of the COP21 targets”

During CP21 in Paris on March 6 2016 FIABCI France organized a paral-
lel event, a round table at Le Fouquet’s on Champs Elysees and a radio
trasmission reporting the RE private sector position in support to the
COP21 targets

Figure 13.1: . Leo Attias, president of FIABCI France participated at a
radio trasmission followed the round table
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Preparation of Habitat III

The experience of FIABCI’s involvment in UN activities was useful for
our organization, representative world wide of the private real estate
sector, when preparing concrete proposals to be submitted to UN enti-
ties and Countries represented at Habitat III.
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14.1 Prague: March 17 2016: European meet-
ing in preparation of Habitat III. FIABCI Side
Event

Figure 14.1: Prague Flyer
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14.2 Panama FIABCI World Congress on May 21-
26, 2016: the private RE sector proposal at
Habitat III

FIABCI Board decision: “FIABCI, as representative of Private RE sec-
tor, decides at its World Congress in Panama on May 21-26 2016 to sup-
port Governments and Local Authorities in reaching the SDGs and their
targets adopted by UN General Assembly on September 2015. Consid-
ering that Habitat III, on October 16-20 2016 in Quito, will design with
the human habitat the RE Markets, for the next 20 years, FIABCI, as
representative of private RE sector, decides to have there an event and
to underline the relevance of the RE sector in the national and global
world economy and Sustainable Development, promoting:

• a Global Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate Markets,
that make global and updated the UNECEREM Policy Framework
approved by UNECE in 2010, that gave encouraging results in UN-
ECE region,

• the diffusion of best practices in Affordable Housing to allow to
the private RE sector to be active part in this area, that will be
worldwide large part of RE markets in next 20 years according to
the urbanization trends,

• a tool to assess the cities Sustainable Development, stimulating
citizens participation and the public-private sector cooperation in
cities Sustainable Development”

Figure 14.2: At Panama FIABCI World Congress, Danielle Grossen-
bacher, FIABCI World President 2015-2016 shows her support for FI-
ABCI proposals to be presented at Habitat III
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14.3 Surabaya: July 26, 2016: Precom 3, Asian
meeting in preparation of Habitat III. FIABCI
Side Event

Figure 14.3: Surabaya Flyer

In the coming decades the majority of the RE industry will be strongly
concerned with affordable housing. The private RE sector shall pro-
mote the cooperation with public bodies to improve the supply of sus-
tainable and affordable housing for better cities. Such cooperation can
be implemented by updating the policy framework for Sustainable RE
Markets, promoting tools to facilitate the contribution of Private RE
Sector, in developing Sustainable and Affordable Cities, guidelines to
promote the role of the Private RE Sector in assuming social respons-
ability in accordance with the law and meeting the needs of affordable
housing of millions of people.
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15
FIABCI parallel event in Quito at Habitat III:

worldwide proposal of the private RE sector

FIABCI at its Habitat III Parallel Event in Quito on October 18 2016
launched three global concrete proposals to support National, Local
Authorities and UN Entities in reaching Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), following its Panama Board decisions.

Figure 15.1: UNECE ECOSOC region

Figure 15.2: The World
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FIABCI, the International Real Estate Federation, as representative
world wide, in front to the severe challlenges of the next years, due to
the extraordinary population growth and urbanization trend, proposed
to Habitat III:

1 - the opportunity to arrive to a Global ( it means a world wide, not
only UNECE ) Policy Framework for a Sustainable Real Estate Develop-
ment ( not only for a Sustainable Real Estate Market) that could support
National Authorities in having in RE a driving force in economic growth
and in social stability, using the positive experiences of the past. Mil-
lions of people worldwide will need in the next years affordable housing
solutions in affordable cities as a result of the extraordinary population
growth and urbanization trend.

2- a larger involvement of the private RE sector that could contribute
to meet the needs of millions of citizens, improving the supply of afford-
able homes and supporting the achievement of SDGs. A book ”The City
We Need is Affordable”, that collected the best practices that could help
to promote the supply of affordable homes by the private RE sector, has
been presented by FIABCI at Habitat III

3 - an online FIABCI tool at http://citysvil.mesys.it designed on Cir-
cles of Sustainability method, to monitor the urban progress in reach-
ing SDGs and NUA targets has been presented at Habitat III FIABCI
parallel event: to monitor cities, especially if rapidily growing , will be
a must to have affordable cities. The real estate private sector intends
to contribute in supporting local authorities in the achievement of plan-
ning provisions towards affordable and sustainable cities, as well as to
stimulate the prosperity of urban, other than national economies.

It is possible to see part of the event on:

Part I : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ay3mjfrw4G0

Part II : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rq4evkG3TLg
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15.1 The ”Global Policy Framework for Sustain-
able Real Estate Development 2.0”

It is possibe to download the text of the first FIABCI contribution pto-
posal from:

http://http:www.isivi.it/allegati/ 20161011FIABCIWorkingPaperForAGlobalPol-
icyFrameworkForSustainableREDevelopmentProposal.pdf

Figure 15.3: The cover of the first FIABCI contribution for a Global
Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate Development
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15.2 The City We Need Is Affordable”

The book 1 ”The City We Need is Affordable”, showcasing best practices to
promote the supply of affordable homes by the private RE sector was launched
in Quito.

Figure 15.4: The book ”The City We Need Is Affordable” presented at
Habitat III

Millions of people worldwide will need in next years affordable housing so-
lutions in affordable cities as a result of the global urbanization trends. In the
coming decades the majority of the RE industry will be strongly concerned with
affordable housing. The private RE sector shall promote the cooperation with
public bodies to improve the supply of sustainable and affordable housing for
better cities.

1It can be downloaded from: http://www.fiabci.org/city-we-need-is-affordable.php
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15.3 The FIABCI online tool to monitor city sus-
tainability according to the Circles of Sus-
tainability methodology.

Figure 15.5: The FIABCI software online at citysvil.mesys.it

The real estate private sector shall also support local authorities in the achieve-
ment of planning provisions towards affordable and sustainable cities, as well
as to stimulate the prosperity of urban and not only national economies. The
RE Sector plays a relevant role in National economies. Where appropriately
regulated, RE markets can contribute in bringing city prosperity and National
economic and social growth. An online tool (http://citysvil.mesys.it), designed
to monitor the urban progress in reaching SDGs and NUA target was presented
at Habitat III. Monitoring cities, especially the ones growing rapidly, will be a
must to ensure that we have affordable cities.
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After Habitat III

After Habitat III, the International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI), accomplished
these tasks.

1- To support Local Authorities, FIABCI signed an MoU with UNHabitat, to
allow UNHabitat to offer to Local Authorities worldwide a monitoring onlinel,
simple and efficient tool , based on the City Prosperity Initiative methodology.
It assesses the perception of citizens and experts on their city’s progress in
reaching SDGs and New Urban Agenda Targets

2- To support National Authorities, we prepared a second contribution to
underline the opportunity for National Governments and UN Entities to define
a Glabal Poliicy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate Development 2.0. A
FIABCI Working Group is working on the matter.

A very preliminary incomplete draft 1 is on the table with other documents.

1It can be dowload from: https://www.dropbox.com/s/22l998hcq9bjii7/

20170430draftTBCGlobalPolicyFrameworkForSustainableREDevelopment2_0.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 16.1: The front page of a very preliminary and incomplete draft
of the second FIABCI contribution for a Global Policy Framework for
Sustainable Real Estate Development. See the note on the previous
page to download it.
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16.1 MIPIM , March 16, 2017 - UN-Habitat event
on City Prosperity Initiative, oganized by FI-
ABCI: “Global Launch of the City Prosper-
ity Initiative: How to Assess Sustainable
Urban Development of Cities Worldwide”

UN-Habitat, a focal point for the follow up of the Urban Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals and New Urban Agenda targets, according to art 171 of NUA,
considers to use worldwide FIABCI online tool with the appropriate modifica-
tions. With the event in Cannes, at MIPIM, “Global Launch of City Prosperity
Initiative: How to Assess Sustainable Urban Development of Cities Worldwide”
FIABCI supports UN-Habitat in offering a concrete, simple, reliable, easy to
understand way, involving the participation of the people, to monitor the ur-
ban progress in reaching SDGs , strengthening City Prosperity Initiative ( CPI),
complementing and integrating quantitative measurements with a qualitative
method of assessment. The qualitative approach uses a CPI methodology, de-
cided by UN-Habitat, complementing qualitative CPI and using the structure of
the FIABCI online platform.

Figure 16.2: Photo on press release at: https://unhabitat.org/city-
prosperity-initiative-featured-at-cannes-palais-des-festivals-france/
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Figure 16.3: Joint UNHabitat - FIABCI letter sent to some MIPIM par-
ticipants
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Figure 16.4: Letter of Intent page 1
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Figure 16.5: Letter of Intents page 2
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Nairobi UN-Habitat Governing Council:
FIABCI coorganizes a side event on May 10,

2017

Figure 17.1: Photo of Nairobi Side event of UN-Habitat Governing
Council
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Figure 17.2: Among the 12 panels on May 11 2017, two side events
were selected for the Journal issued on May 12. FIABCI side event is
the first of these two.

Figure 17.3: Side event Nairobi flyer
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FIABCI signs with Joan Clos an historical

MoU in Nairobi during UN-Habitat Governing
Council on May 11, 2017

The MoU signed in Nairobi during the UN-Habitat Governing Council can be
downloaded from the link in the note. 1

Figure 18.1: Kirkor Ajderhanyan, FIABCI World President 2016-2017
(France) and Dr. Joan Clos, Executive Director of UN-Habitat, sign the
MoU

1It can be downloaded from: https://www.dropbox.com/s/b4ib7cedoe0rhhh/

20170511MoUUNHabitatFIABCIsigned.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 18.2: Kirkor Ajderhanyan, FIABCI World President, Dr. Joan
Clos, Executive Director of UN-Habitat, and FIABCI Past World
President, Flavio Gonzaga Nunez, at the historical signature of the
UNHabitat-FIABCI MoU on May 11 , 2017

Figure 18.3: Kirkor Ajderhanyan, FIABCI World Presdident, Dr. Joan
Clos, Executive Director of UN-Habitat, and FIABCI Past World Pres-
ident, Flavio Gonzaga Nunez, celebrating the historical UNHabitat-
FIABCI MoU on May 11, 2017 in Nairobi
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Figure 18.4: The front page of MoU signed in Nairobi on May 11, 2017,
between UN-Habitat, a focal point of all UN system for the implemen-
tation of New Urban Agenda, according to art. 171 of NUA adopted
unanimously by Governments at Habitat III on October 2016 in Quito,
and the International Real Estate Federation (FIABCI), representative
of private real estate sector, to ”support and promote the implementa-
tion of the City Prosperity Initiative (CPI).”
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How FIABCI supports UN-Habitat
in promoting an online platform,

using a UN-Habitat methodology,
City Prosperity Initiative - Perception Index,

to monitor urban progress
in reaching SDGs and NUA Targets,

with public and experts participation,
in view to have ”Cities for people”?

To comply to the obligations coming from UNHabitat-FIABCI MoU signed in
Nairobi on May 11, FIABCI Board decided in Bungaloru (India) on September
13, 2017, to constitute, inside FIABCI International Organizations Committee,
the Urban Monitoring Lab.
The quantitative assessment of ”UN-Habitat City Prosperity Initiative”, based
on data, was, on the basis of the MoU, complemented with a qualiitative as-
sessment, using an online platform with the same indicators, that was called
CPI Perception Index.
UNHabitat’s Perception Index methodology can be downloaded from the link in
the note. 1

The Perception Index is based on six dimensions, 17 sub-dimensions and
40 indicators and on the online participation of public and experts. It consti-
tutes an important step forward to implement the ”city for people” , a concept
largely suppoted at Habitat III.

1It can be downloaded from: https://www.dropbox.com/s/f2kdbycx3238zfc/

20170911CPPI_final_2017.09.pdf?dl=0
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FIABCI had a relevant role in establishing the UN-Habitat City Prosperity Ini-
tiative – Perception Index.
It is confirmed in the “UN-Habitat guide for the City Prosperity Initiative -Perception
Index”, where at page 2 it is reported:

“City Prosperity Initiative-Perception Index was established by the Mem-
orandum of Understanding (MoU) between the United Nations Human Settle-
ments Organization (UN-Habitat), and the International Real Estate Federation
(FIABCI), which have agreed to collaborate in promoting innovative approaches
to city monitoring and analysis to support the formulation of informed policies.
The collaboration between UN-Habitat and FIABCI aims to strengthen the City
Prosperity Initiative, expanding the CPI analysis by measuring also qualitative
aspects of prosperity dimensions in cities through public and expert opinion.
“

Figure 19.1: The UN-Habitat guide for the City Prosperity Initiative -
Perception Index: front page.
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A package for FIABCI’s use, in agreement with UN-Habitat, to support and
promote the implementation of the City Prosperity Initiative (CPI) and the CPI-
Perception Index. Here below some of these tools.

Figure 19.2: This is the FIABCI letter that could be sent to selected
Mayors inviting them to consider to use of CPI- Perception Index plat-
form and to contact UNHabitat officers for the purpose. It contains the
links to a list of documents that give a first overview of this opportunity
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Figure 19.3: The fac-simile of FIABCI letter that is the first document
linked to tlhe FIABCI letter to the Mayors.
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Some dimensions, sub-dimensions and indicators: questions of CPI-Perception
Index.

Figure 19.4: First three dimensions of CPPI.
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Figure 19.5: Other three dimensions of CPPI.
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Some CPI- Perception Index graphic outputs

Figure 19.6: Some graphic outputs of dimensions, sub-dimensions
and indicators of CPI- Perception Index
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Towards ”Cities for People”

FIABCI ACTS NOW FOR A CONCRETE IMPLEMENTATION OF N.U.A., SUP-
PORTING UN-HABITAT IN HAVING MORE PEOPLE’ PARTICIPATION TO DEFINE
CITIES’ FUTURE.

FIABCI, as representative of private real estate sector, strongly supported
since Rio+20 a larger participation of people in defining the future of cities,
using an online platform to facilitate this participation with a common set of
indicators and a methodology, chosen by the UN system.
In the common interest of both the Community and the private sector itself, FI-
ABCI signed in 2014 MoUs with the Urban Componernt of UN-Global Compact
and produced an online platform using the methodology indicated at that time
by this UN related Entity.
The UN General Assembly on September 2016 unanimously adopted SDGs and
Goverments of all the World at Habitat III on October 2016 unanimously adopted
NUA and recognized, in art. 171 of NUA, UN-Habitat as ” a focal point” of all UN
system for the implementation of NUA. The International Real Estate Federa-
tion (FIABCI) signed, on May 11, 2017, in Nairobi a MoU with UN-Habitat, to
support worldwide UN-Habitat, as focal point of all the UN system, in monitor-
ing worldwide in a common way the urban progress in reaching SDGs and NUA
targets, with the methodology chosen by UN-Habitat: City Prosperity Initiative -
Perception Index. In future it can be implemented by UN-Habitat, but until now it
is will make ”Cities for People” more easy to reach. The presentation at Dubai
World Habita Day on October 2, 2017, has been locally annouced in Italy on
September 14, 2017 and largely reported by the major economic Italian news-
paper ”Il Sole - 24 ore”

Figure 19.7: Article on the mayor Italian economic newspaper ”Il Sole-
24 ore” about the September 14, 2017, Italian event, ”Cities for People”
and CPI- Perception Index, announcing Dubai World Habitat Day on
October 2 presentation.
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20
UN Global Compact:

FIABCI direct cooperation and support
to FIABCI Principal Members Iniziatives.

The Dubai edition is published with this Chaper still incomplete due to time
constraints. We apologize, but invite you to request the final version to be
published in December.
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21
List of FIABCI representatives at UN since

1996

This important list will appear only in the final version. Our apologies.
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